THE

AREA BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
OF
TIPPECANOE COUNTY

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
DATE :MARCH 28, 2018
TIME: 6:00 P.M.
PLACE: COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
20 N. 3RD STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901

I. APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
1. DRAFT - BZA MEETING MINUTES 02/28/2018
Documents:
BZA 02.28.2018.PDF
II. NEW BUSINESS
III. PUBLIC HEARING
1. BZA-1976 CITATION HOMES, INC:
Petitioner is requesting a variance to reduce the rear setback from US 231 to 49.1’ feet
from the minimum requirement of 60 feet to construct a new single-family residence on
an R1-zoned lot. The property is located at 2513 Yeoman Lane, West Lafayette,
Wabash 11 (SE) 23-5. (UZO 2-1-7)
Vote Results 6-Yes and 0-No
Documents:
BZA-1976.PDF
2. BZA-1977 CITATION HOMES, INC:
Petitioner is requesting following variances to construct a new single-family residence on
an R1-zoned lot:
1. To reduce the rear setback from US 231 to 9.5 feet from the minimum requirement of
60 feet (UZO 2-1-7)
2. To increase the building coverage to 34% from the maximum allowed 30%;(UZO 2-16) and Withdrawn
3. To decrease the lot size to 7,532 sq. ft from the minimum requirement of 10,000 sq.
ft. (UZO 2-1-4)

1. To reduce the rear setback from US 231 to 9.5 feet from the minimum requirement of
60 feet (UZO 2-1-7)
2. To increase the building coverage to 34% from the maximum allowed 30%;(UZO 2-16) and Withdrawn
3. To decrease the lot size to 7,532 sq. ft from the minimum requirement of 10,000 sq.
ft. (UZO 2-1-4)
On the property located at 2505 Yeoman Lane, West Lafayette, Wabash 11 (SE) 23-5.
Vote Results
1. Reduce Rear Setback 6-Yes and 0-No
2. Increase the Building Coverage - Withdrawn
3. Decrease Lot Size 6-Yes and 0-No
Documents:
BZA-1977.PDF
3. BZA-1978 CLINE MAC, LLC:
Petitioner is requesting a parking variance to reduce the number of parking spaces to 65
from the minimum requirement of 100 spaces to renovate an existing retail structure on
an NB-zoned lot. The property is located at 350 Sagamore Parkway West, West
Lafayette, Wabash 07 (NE) 23-4. (UZO 4-6-8)
Vote Results 7-Yes and 0-No
Documents:
BZA-1978.PDF
4. BZA-1979 HORVATH TOWERS V, LLC:
Petitioner is requesting a special exception to allow a primary communications tower
(SIC 48) in the A zone. The unmanned cell tower will operate 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week at 3805 S. 18th Street, Lafayette, Wea 09 (SW) 22-4. (UZO 3-2)
Continued to April 25, 2018 meeting
Documents:
BZA-1979 (SPECIAL EXCEPTION).PDF
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
V. ADJOURNMENT
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AREA BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS OF TIPPECANOE COUNTY
MINUTES OF A PUBLIC HEARING

DATE....................................................................................................................... FEBUARY 28, 2018
TIME........................................................................................................................ 6:00 P.M.
PLACE..................................................................................................................... CO. OFFICE BLDG.
20 N. 3RD STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901

MEMBERS PRESENT
Tom Andrew
Steve Clevenger
Steve Schreckengast
Carl Griffin
Gary Schroeder
Ed Butz

MEMBERS ABSENT

STAFF PRESENT
Ryan O’Gara
Rabita Foley
Linda Underwood
Zach Williams, Atty.

The Area Board of Zoning Appeals of Tippecanoe County public hearing was held on the 28th day of
February 2018 at 6:00 P.M., pursuant to notice given and agenda posted as provided by law.
President Steve Clevenger called the meeting to order.

I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Steve Schreckengast moved to approve the minutes from the October 25, 2017 BZA public hearing. Gary
Schroeder seconded and the minutes were approved by unanimous voice vote.

II.

NEW BUSINESS

Ryan O’Gara said staff is requesting BZA-972—DF PROPERTIES, LLP be continued to the April 25th
BZA meeting in order to conduct a proper site visit and the petitioner for BZA-1974—IMRAN KAZEM is
also asking for a continuance to the April 25th BZA meeting. The petitioners for BZA-1975—MICHAEL &
KAY SOLOMON have withdrawn their request.

III.

PUBLIC HEARING

Steve Schreckengast moved to continue BZA-972—DF PROPERTIES, LLP and BZA-1974—IMRAN
KAZEM to the April 25, 2018 Board of Zoning Appeals public hearing. Gary Schroeder seconded and the
motion was approved by unanimous voice vote.

V.
None

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
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VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Steve Schreckengast moved for adjournment. Gary Schroeder seconded.
The meeting adjourned at 6:05p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Linda Underwood
Recording Secretary

Reviewed by,

Sallie Dell Fahey
Executive Director

BZA-1976
CITATION HOMES, INC.
(variance)

STAFF REPORT
March 22, 2018

BZA-1976
CITATION HOMES, INC.
Staff Report
March 22, 2018
REQUEST MADE, PROPOSED USE, LOCATION:
Petitioner, represented by attorney Chris Shelmon of Gutwein Law, with a consent from
Steve Schreckengast, President of Citation Homes, is requesting a rear setback of 49.1’
instead of the required 60’ from US 231 for a proposed single-family home on Lot 86 of
Wake Robin Subdivision. The site is commonly known as 2513 Yeoman Lane, Wabash
11(SE) 23 - 5.
Originally the petition requested a 35’ setback while the site plan indicated only a 53.1’
setback was needed. A revised site plan, showing an addition of a sun room to the
submitted plan would need 49.1’ setback.
AREA ZONING PATTERNS:
The site and all surrounding land is zoned R1, Single-Family Residential. There have
been no recent rezones in this immediate area of Wabash Township.
The Board heard and approved a similar request from petitioner in 2011 to reduce the
rear setback for the lot adjacent to the north(BZA-1829). This lot remains unimproved.
AREA LAND USE PATTERNS:
The site is part of Phase 3 of Wake Robin II Subdivision which is the final phase of this
subdivision of single-family homes. The State purchased a total take of this platted lot to
use as right-of-way to construct the US 231 highway which is immediately east of this
site. When the construction was completed, the current remainder of the lot was bought
back by petitioner.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION:
This lot has its access from Yeoman Lane, a public street classified as a rural local road.
US 231 is a 4-lane limited access highway that borders this lot to the east. A paved bicycle
trail exists in-between US 231 and Wake Robin built on an additional right-of-way for
public use.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS:
Indiana American Water and American Suburban utilities serve the site.
STAFF COMMENTS:
Petitioner plans to build a single-family home on this vacant portion of Lot 86 in Wake
Robin. This lot was originally platted as 24,141 square feet in area, but right-of-way
RF | g:\apc\staff reports\bza\1900\bza1976 citation homes, inc.docx | Citation Homes, Inc | March 22, 2018
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purchased by the State of Indiana left behind a 10,091 square foot platted remainder.
While this lot and the proposed house meets most R1 development standards (building
coverage, vegetative coverage, lot size, lot area, front and side setbacks), it fails to meet
the rear setback requirement. The adopted Thoroughfare Plan classifies US 231 as a
divided primary arterial which abuts to the east of the property in question. According to
the UZO a 60’ minimum rear setback from a primary arterial is required for the lot in
question.
The site plan shows a 1,956 sq. ft. home which is relatively small when compared to other
homes on Yeoman Lane which average around 2400 sq. ft. The proposed building is
placed at a rear setback of 49.1’. Despite the large right-of-way acquired by the State,
the remaining lot is conforming to the lot width and area requirements for an R1 zoned
lot; therefore, staff believes that the building footprint could be modified to meet the
ordinance requirement. While requiring a 60’ rear setback when the right-of-way itself is
over 150’ wide measured from the property line to the shoulder of the closest travel lane
maybe an overkill, it is also true that a differently shaped house could fit on site. A
different layout, for example, petitioners house plan for BZA-1977, could fit within the
required building setbacks of this property. Petitioner’s desire to impose a building
footprint with an utter disregard to the shape and size of the lot has caused the need for
this request. Staff is unable to support this request because the UZO does not consider
self-imposed situations like this and claims based on a perceived reduction of or
restriction on economic gain as hardships.
Regarding the ballot items:
1. The Area Plan Commission at its meeting on March 21, 2018 determined that the
variance requested IS NOT a use variance.
And it is staff’s opinion that:
2. Granting this variance WILL NOT be injurious to the public health, safety, and general
welfare of the community. The proposed house, even with a 49.1’ rear setback, will
still be over 150’ from the travel lanes due to the larger than usual right-of-way width.
3. Use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance request
WILL NOT be affected in a substantially adverse manner. The proposed house, like
other homes on this street, would meet the Yeoman Lane 25’ setback.
4. The terms of the zoning ordinance are being applied to a situation that IS common to
other properties in the same zoning district. Despite an unusually wide right-of-way,
the remaining portion of Lot 86 still conforms to the ordinance requirement and a
different site appropriate layout would make this case unnecessary.
5. Strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance WILL NOT result in an unusual
or unnecessary hardship as defined in the zoning ordinance. Petitioner could easily
modify the proposed building footprint to adequately fit a single-family home that
meets the ordinance requirement.
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Note: Questions 5a. and 5b. need only be answered if a hardship is found in Question
5 above.
5a. The hardship involved IS self-imposed or solely based on a perceived reduction
of or restriction on economic gain because it is petitioner’s desire to use a building
layout that encroaches on the setback. There is sufficient space on the property to
accommodate a house of similar size but with a different footprint.
5b. The variance sought DOES NOT provide only the minimum relief needed to
alleviate the hardship because a different house plan would have rendered this
request unnecessary.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Denial
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BZA-1977
CITATION HOMES, INC.
(variance)

STAFF REPORT
March 22, 2018

BZA-1977
CITATION HOMES, INC.
Variance
Staff Report
March 22, 2018
REQUEST MADE, PROPOSED USE, LOCATION:
Petitioner, represented by attorney Chris Shelmon of Gutwein Law, with a consent from
Steve Schreckengast, President of Citation Homes, is requesting the following variances
to build a proposed single-family home in an R1 zone in Wake Robin Subdivision:
1. To reduce the rear setback from the US 231 right-of-way to 9.5 feet from the
minimum requirement of 60 feet; (UZO 2-1-7)
2. To increase the building coverage to 34% from the maximum allowed 30%;(UZO 21-6) and Withdrawn
3. To decrease the lot size to 7,532 sq. ft. from the minimum requirement of 10,000
sq. ft. (UZO 2-1-4)
on the remainder of Lots 83 and 84 combined using Exemption E. The property is
commonly known as 2505 Yeoman Lane, Wabash 11(SE) 23 - 5.
Request # 2 was withdrawn by petitioner because the submitted site plan meets the 30%
building coverage requirement.
AREA ZONING PATTERNS:
The site and all surrounding land is zoned R1, Single-Family Residential. There have
been no recent rezones in this immediate area of Wabash Township.
The Board heard and approved a request filed by the petitioner in 2011 to reduce the rear
setback for the lot adjacent to the south (BZA-1829). Petitioner has filed a similar request
for Lot 86, located farther to the south which is also on this agenda (BZA-1976).
AREA LAND USE PATTERNS:
The site is part of Phase 3 of Wake Robin II Subdivision which is the final phase of this
subdivision of single-family homes. INDOT purchased more than half of these platted lots
to use as right-of-way to construct US 231 and a paved trail which is approximately 80’
east of this site. Petitioner has combined the leftover 2,495 sq. ft. unusable portion of Lot
83 with the leftover 5,037 sq. ft. of Lot 84 by recording an Exemption E deed to create the
site in question.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION:
This lot has its access from Yeoman Lane, a public street classified as a rural local road.
US 231 is a 4-lane limited access highway with right-of-way that borders this lot to the
east. With almost 150’ between petitioner’s rear property line and the shoulder of the
RF | g:\apc\staff reports\bza\1900\bza1977 citation homes, inc.docx | Citation Homes, Inc. | Variance | March 22, 2018
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southbound travel lanes, this right-of-way is much larger than usual.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS:
Indiana American Water and American Suburban utilities serve the site.
STAFF COMMENTS:
Petitioner plans to construct a single-family home on portion of Lots 83 and 84 which were
recently combined by corporate quit claim deed (record no:201818004736). The
combined triangle-shaped property is 7,532 sq. ft. and the proposed house is
approximately 1,536 sq. ft. The site plan shows the residence closer to the southern
property line. The plan shows the house to be constructed entirely on the leftover part of
Lot 84 that meets the remaining setback requirements. Petitioner has requested two
variances: to decrease the rear setback and increase the building coverage.
The State purchased a large amount of land along US 231 to use as right-of-way which
included the lots in this request. Lots 83 and 84 were originally platted as 22,693 sq. ft.
and 18,481 sq. ft. in area respectively. Records from the Assessor’s office and the Indiana
Department of Administration (IDOA) indicate that these lots were purchased by the State
in 2010. The area leftover after the right-of-way delineation was significantly less than the
minimum lot area required by the ordinance for an R1 zoned lot on sanitary sewer. The
State purchased these lots in their entirety, yet they later sold the non-conforming
portions of the lots to a local developer, Citation Homes, Inc. in 2014.
The Unified Zoning Ordinance explicitly states that self-imposed situations include the
purchase of land with actual or constructive knowledge that, for reasons other than
physical characteristics of the property, the development standards of the R1 zone will
inhibit the desired improvement. Petitioner purchased these lots knowing that the
development standards required for an R1 zoned lot would not be met. Clearly the
requests to reduce both rear setback and the minimum lot area are a result of petitioner’s
desire to develop a non-conforming lot. Staff is unable to support these requests because
the UZO does not recognize self-imposed situations which are based on a perceived
reduction of or restriction on economic gain like this to be a hardship.
Regarding the ballot items:
1. The Area Plan Commission at its meeting on March 21, 2018 determined that the
variances requested ARE NOT use variances.
And it is staff’s opinion regarding requests #1(rear setback) and #3(lot area) that:
2. Granting these variances WILL NOT be injurious to the public health, safety, and
general welfare of the community. The proposed 32’ x 48’ house, would be over 150’
from the shoulder of US 231’s southbound lanes and meets the 25’ front setback.
3. Use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in these variance requests,
WILL NOT be affected in a substantially adverse manner. Again, the required 25’
setback from Yeomen Lane can be met.
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4. The terms of the zoning ordinance are being applied to a situation that IS NOT
common to other properties in the same zoning district regarding these requests.
Typically, there’s around 30’ of right-of-way between the shoulder of a highway and
the property line/right-of-way line. In this case, the right-of-way is 150’ measured to
the shoulder. This causes an uncommon situation.
5. Strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance WILL NOT result in an unusual
or unnecessary hardship as defined in the zoning ordinance. Purchase of the property
with knowledge that the development standards of the R1 zone will not be met on the
tiny remainders of the state’s right-of-way take is self-imposed.
Note: Questions 5a. and 5b. need only be answered if a hardship is found in Question
5 above.
5a. The hardship involved IS clearly self-imposed because it is petitioner’s desire to
develop undevelopable lots that were sold by the state.
5b. The variance sought DOES NOT provide only the minimum relief needed to
alleviate the hardship because there is no hardship.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Request #1 (rear setback) Denial
Request #3 (lot area) Denial
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BZA-1978
CLINE MAC, LLC
(variance)

STAFF REPORT
March 22, 2018

BZA-1978
CLINE MAC, LLC
Parking Variance
Staff Report
March 22, 2018

REQUEST MADE, PROPOSED USE, LOCATION:
Petitioner, who is also the property owner, represented by attorney Christopher Shelmon,
is requesting a parking variance to reduce the number of parking spaces to 65 from the
minimum requirement of 100 spaces. Petitioner plans to renovate the existing retail
structure formerly housing Cline’s Designs, (a flooring, carpets & blinds store) and a
Tuesday Morning store. The property is located at 350 Sagamore Parkway West, West
Lafayette, Wabash 07 (NE) 23-4.
AREA ZONING PATTERNS:
The tract, 1.653 acres of unplatted land, is zoned NB, Neighborhood Business. Adjacent
land to the east and west is likewise zoned NB. Across Sagamore Parkway to the south
is GB, General Business zoning, while adjacent to the north are the R1-zoned lots of
Barbarry Heights Subdivision.
AREA LAND USE PATTERNS:
The site in question has a 20,000 square foot commercial building constructed in 1973
that is currently vacant. The 1999 land use survey showed the building as occupied by
three businesses: Touch for Health, Frame Joynt, and Cline’s Designs. The 2003 survey
showed the businesses on site as Frame Joynt, Cline’s Designs and Tuesday Morning.
Petitioner’s current plans are to have three uses: the southernmost half of the building
would be an O’Reilly’s Auto Parts store; a small portion in the middle would be for
petitioner’s private use but may be used commercially again in the future; and the rear of
the building would be a renal clinic. The outside footprint of the building, as well as the
number of parking spaces, would remain unchanged.
Adjacent to the east is an Aldi’s, to the south across the highway is an IU Health/Arnett
Urgent Care facility and a Farmers & Merchants bank. Adjacent to the west is an Auto
Zone and to the north are single-family homes fronting Kent Avenue. There is a paved
pedestrian trail between this site and Aldi’s that connects the frontage road with the
sidewalk at the stub-end of Clayton Street to the north.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION:
The site has one driveway from the frontage road that parallels Sagamore Parkway and
currently has 65 paved parking spaces. Cline’s Designs, broadly defined in the UZO’s
use table as SIC 521, “other building materials dealer” was required to provide 1 space
per 400 square feet of gross floor area. Tuesday Morning, which sold housewares and
ksl | c:\apc\staff reports\bza\1900\bza1978 cline's.docx | Cline Mac, LLC | Parking Variance | March 22, 2018
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home décor, would have had a 1 space per 200 square foot parking standard. The square
footage of both establishments is unknown, so it is difficult to determine if the current
number of parking spaces met the UZO requirement.
The proposed business users, an auto parts store (SIC 5531) and a renal clinic (SIC
8092) both require one parking space per 200 square feet of gross floor area. Petitioner
is assuming a future third user would be a commercial use with the same parking
standard. As such, 100 parking spaces would be necessary. (If a use with a higher
parking space requirement moves in, for example, a restaurant with a 1 space per 100
square foot standard, petitioner is aware that a new parking variance would be
necessary.)
ENVIRONMENTAL AND UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS:
The site is served by sewer and water. A 20’ wide Type C bufferyard is required where
NB zoning abuts R1 zoning. Petitioner and the city staff have met and agreed on types
of plants, numbers of plants, and where they will be planted on site. Currently no
bufferyard exists; the new bufferyard will not be 20’ wide because of existing pavement
and the businesses’ need to access the rear of the building. However, some excess
paving will be removed at the northeast corner of the site next to the public trail and
additional evergreen trees and shrubs will be planted there.
While this site is well under the building coverage maximum of 50%, it does not meet the
minimum 20% required greenspace percentage. Because the building is remaining the
same and petitioner agreed to provide additional greenspace, the Administrative Officer
for West Lafayette was satisfied with the greenspace percentage because this proposal
makes it closer to conformity.
STAFF COMMENTS:
Neither the size of the building nor the number of existing parking spaces is changing; the
only reason for this request is the use of the building is changing and the proposed uses
require more parking than its previous tenants. A former billboard, currently advertising
Cline’s, remains on the property and needs to be addressed at the time of Building Permit
issuance.
Most commercial uses are required to provide 1 space per 200 square feet of gross floor
area. A small number of uses, like eating establishments, have the standard of 1 per 100
square feet, while a few retail establishments selling larger items, like furniture stores, are
required to meet the 1 per 400 standard. The proposed auto parts store and the renal
clinic, while they have the same parking standard, are businesses sufficiently unlike that
they would probably have different high traffic times.
It appears from the site plan that additional parking spaces could be added if the parking
lot was restriped and reconfigured from the current parking layout; however, it’s doubtful
that the full 35 extra parking spaces required could be gained short of removing part of
the existing building. Additional spaces could be achieved within the existing paved area;
there would be no need to remove required greenspace by adding blacktop.
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Regarding the ballot items:
1. The Area Plan Commission on March 21st determined that the variance requested IS
NOT a use variance.
And it is staff’s opinion that:
2. Granting this variance WILL NOT be injurious to the public health, safety, and general
welfare of the community. It is likely that the renal clinic would be busiest during the
day and the auto parts store would be busiest during the evening hours. It is unlikely
that the proposed uses would force overflow parking on the frontage road.
3. Use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance request
WILL NOT be affected in a substantially adverse manner. Again, with the two
proposed very different types of businesses, it is unlikely that excess cars would be
forced to park on the frontage road or on neighboring lots.
4. The terms of the zoning ordinance are being applied to a situation that IS NOT
common to other properties in the same zoning district. The situation which is
necessitating this variance is a change in use from one business with a low number
of required parking spaces to businesses with a higher standard. No change in the
building size or number of parking spaces is proposed. While this situation has
happened in the past, it is relatively rare.
5. Strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance WILL result in an unusual or
unnecessary hardship as defined in the zoning ordinance. The ordinance would either
require a portion of the building be removed to meet the parking standard or require a
limit on the types of uses permitted in the building, only allowing those businesses
with a lower parking standard.
Note: Questions 5a. and 5b. need only be answered if a hardship is found in Question
5 above.
5a. The hardship involved IS NOT self-imposed or solely based on a perceived
reduction of or restriction on economic gain. Petitioner has no plans to expand the
building footprint; the parking and the building are as they were in 1973 when it was
originally constructed.
5b. The variance sought DOES NOT provide only the minimum relief needed to
alleviate the hardship. The site currently has 65 spaces; staff believes restriping and
reconfiguring the parking layout would result in additional spaces within the already
paved area.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Denial
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BZA-1979
HORVATH TOWERS V, LLC
(Special Exception)

STAFF REPORT
March 22, 2018

BZA-1979
HORVATH TOWERS V, LLC
Special Exception
Staff Report
March 22, 2018

REQUEST MADE, PROPOSED USE, LOCATION:
Petitioner, with consent of property owners Matthew Overman & Jon Bowman, is
requesting a special exception to allow a 184’ tall primary communications tower (SIC 48)
in the Agricultural zone. Petitioner’s site is a 75’ x 75’ easement area. The primary
communications tower would operate 24 hours per day, 7 days per week at 3805 S. 18th
Street, Lafayette, Wea 09 (SW) 22-4. (UZO 3-2)
AREA ZONING PATTERNS:
The area included in the special exception is part of a larger 12-acre tract of land that is
zoned Agricultural and Flood Plain. Adjacent to the south is a 65’ strip of land with a tree
lined driveway of R1 that leads back to a single-family home. R1 zoning also lies west of
the tract of land, east across 9th Street and north of the Flood Plain zoning associated
with the Kirkpatrick Ditch.
About 7 acres of GB zoning exists just to the south of the site; this acreage has two
primary communications towers and a TV/radio station office. Farther to the northeast of
the site land is zoned NB, GB and R3.
AREA LAND USE PATTERNS:
This entire 12-acre tract of land was granted a special exception in 1989 for a golf driving
range, (BZA-937). More recently, a landscaping business was added to the golf driving
range office. In 2017 an accessory pole building for the landscaping business was also
built on site.
To the south of this site across a wide driveway are two primary communications towers;
unlike the proposed tower, these towers are both guyed. According to the city engineer’s
office, these towers are non-conforming structures and cannot be expanded. (Staff
believes it is more likely the two towers are illegal. One was originally considered
accessory to the radio station found on the same lot. The other was likely erected during
the brief time period staff mistakenly believed cell towers were under the authority of the
IURC and not under local authority. Currently, both towers are located on the same
property. Since the first tower is no longer on the same lot as the radio/tv station, it can
no longer be considered an accessory structure, but is a primary use. In staff’s opinion,
the legality of this land division is questionable; also, primary communications towers are
not permitted by right on GB zoned land. For both reasons, these towers are likely illegal
land uses.) Additional carriers cannot locate on these towers without bringing them into
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compliance. The process to make the existing towers conforming would require a rezone
to an Industrial zone, where the use is permitted by right, or to the Agricultural district
where the approval of a special exception would be required. City and APC staffs always
prefer colocation on existing towers to constructing new towers, especially so close to
other towers.
Single-family homes surround this island of FP, A and GB zoned land. Additional
businesses are located to the north along Veterans Memorial Parkway. To the south at
the intersection of 18th and 430 South is Wea Ridge Elementary and Middle Schools.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION:
The proposed tower would use the existing golf driving range driveway access on S. 18th
Street. 18th is a paved 4-lane road with a sidewalk and trail classified as an urban primary
arterial per the adopted Thoroughfare Plan. According to the petition, the proposed tower
would be unmanned with an average of one visit to the site per month per carrier for
maintenance and inspections.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS:
Sewer and water are available at this location but not needed for this use.
STAFF COMMENTS:
This 75’ x 75’ area would house a 184’ tall primary communications tower. This tower
would primarily be used to support cellular antennas. The submitted site plan shows up
to four utility sheds would be located on site. The plans show a 6’ tall chain-link fence with
an additional foot of barbed wire on top surrounding the tower and one of the sheds. (The
other three sheds are labeled “future”.) The tower setback, 20% of tower height or 36.8’,
would be met on all sides from the easement area boundary. The petitioner has planned
for colocation which staff strongly recommends in these cases, since it helps prevent the
need for additional cell towers.
This is a case of a cellular carrier needing to provide service for this area of the county. It
is unfortunate that the existing towers in place to the south cannot be expanded to allow
for additional carriers to collocate. But because these towers are nonconforming uses per
the City of Lafayette, additional carriers will not be given permits to add antennas and
shelters.
At its meeting on March 7th, the Executive Committee of the Area Plan Commission voted
that granting this request would not substantially adversely affect the Comprehensive
Plan.
Regarding the ballot items:
1.

Section 3.1 of the Unified Zoning Ordinance DOES authorize a special exception
for a primary communications tower in the Agricultural zoning district.
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And it is staff’s opinion that:
2.

The requirements and development standards for the requested use as prescribed
by the Unified Zoning Ordinance WILL be met. The site plan complies with all
required setbacks and is enclosed by a 7’ tall security fence.

3.

Granting the special exception WILL NOT subvert the general purposes served by
the Ordinance. Allowing this tower will not prevent adjacent land from being used
for their existing use.
Granting the special exception WILL NOT materially and permanently injure other
property or uses in the same district and vicinity because of:

4.

a. Traffic generation: Minimal traffic is generated by this use, an average of one
trip per carrier per month has been the pattern established; four new carriers
would not increase traffic beyond a negligible amount on this highly used road.
b. Placement of outdoor lighting: Security lighting on the sheds and generators is
common to other buildings in this area of town.
c. Noise production: No additional noise would be produced.
d. Hours of operation: 24 hours per day, seven days per week are typical for this
use.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approval

Note: A special exception approval ceases to be valid if the use is not established within
one year of the date that the special exception was granted.
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,ZKEtZWZWZhEZDz^hWZs/^/KEE
KZ/E'dKd,WW>/>ZYh/ZDEd^K&ϴϲϱ
/ϭͲϭϮ͘

WZ

K

ZKt

>/E Z/E'
/^dE
>ϭ EϮϮΣϱϬΖϭϬΗ ϭϲ͘ϰϮΖ
>Ϯ ^ϬϬΣϰϬΖϮϳΗ ϭϱ͘ϬϬΖ

>E^hZszKZΖ^Zd/&/d

^hZsz
Zs͘

^KhZK&d/d>͗

,sϭϮϴϮ
EKd/dKKEdZdKZ
PER INDIANA STATE LAW IC-8-1-26-18, IT IS
AGAINST THE LAW TO EXCAVATE WITHOUT
NOTIFYING THE UNDERGROUND LOCATION SERVICE
TWO (2) WORKING DAYS BEFORE COMMENCING WORK.

W͘K͘Z͘
&KhEW͘<͘E/>

&KhEϱͬϴΗZZ
y͘ϭϴΗ
W/EdZ
y͕hd/>/dzWK>
tͬ>dZ>ZKW

ϯϭϴEŽƌƚŚDĂŝŶ^ƚƌĞĞƚ
,ƵŶƚŝŶŐďƵƌŐ͕/ŶĚŝĂŶĂϰϳϱϰϮ
WŚŽŶĞ͗;ϴϭϮͿϲϴϯͲϯϬϰϵ
ĞͲŵĂŝů͗ďĞŶĐŚŵĂƌŬΛŵǁ͘ƚǁĐďĐ͘ĐŽŵ

/E^dZhDEdηϮϬϭϲϭϲϬϮϭϮϰϬ

ZKt

y͘ϮϰΗ
W/EdZ

y͘ϮϰΗ
W/EdZ

y͘ϭϴΗ
W/EdZ

y͘ϯϲΗ
W/EdZ

ϯ͘

ZEKDdZsZ^KEdZK>DKEhDEd^tZ^d
h^/E''W^Dd,K^͘WKZd/KEK&d,dKWK'ZW,z
t^K>>dh^/E''W^Dd,K^͘
d,dzWK&'W^hd/>/t^EdtKZ<:h^d
Z>d/D</EDd/;/EKdsZ^EdtKZ<Ϳ͕Eϴϯ
/E/Et^dKEt/d,d,KZd,KDdZ/,/',d
KDWhdh^/E''K/ϭϮ͘Z>d/sWK^/d/KE>
hZzsZ/&ZKDϬ͘ϬϯΖdKϬ͘ϬϲΖ,KZ/KEd>>z͘
dKWKE,/WZ^Zh>&ZYhEzZ/sZ^tZ
h^KEhd/E'd,^hZsz͘^Z/>EhDZ͗
ϭϬϲϰͲϭϭϲϲϴ

K

y͘ϮϰΗ
W/EdZ

Ϯ͘

EϬϬΣϰϬΖϮϳΗt
ϲϱ͘ϰϵΖ

y͘ϭϴΗ
W/EdZ

'>K>WK^/d/KE/E'EKd
ϭ͘

;hd/>/dz^Ddd/Ϳ
EϬϬΣϰϬΖϮϳΗtϭϭ͘ϬϬΖ

^ϴϴΣϰϴΖϮϴΗtϳϱ͘ϬϬΖ

;Ϳ^ϴϴΣϰϴΖϮϴΗtϭϯϮϬ͘ϴϱΖ

d,/^WZKWZdz/^^h:ddKEzZKZ^DEd^
EͬKZZ/',d^K&tz^,KtE,ZKEKZEKd͘

COMPOUND EASEMENT,
d,WZEdWZ>͕d,WZKWK^>^Z͕d,
WZKWK^^^Θhd/>/dz^DEdEd,WZKWK^
hd/>/dz^DEd^,KtE,ZKEZEKd>Kd/E
ϭϬϬͲzZ&>KKW>/EWZ&>KK,ZKhEZzDW͕
KDDhE/dzͲWE>EhDZϭϴϭϱϳϬϮϯϮ͕dh'h^d
ϭϱ͕ϮϬϭϳ͘d,WZKWK^>^Z͕d,WZKWK^^^
Θhd/>/dz^DEdEd,WZKWK^hd/>/dz^DEd
Z>Kd/EKEy͘

W͘K͘͘
hd/>/dz^Dd͘

^ϴϴΣϰϴΖϮϴΗtϲϮ͘ϬϲΖ

COMPOUND EASEMENT, THE
d,/^^hZsz/^&KZd,WZKWK^>^Z͕d,
WZKWK^^^Θhd/>/dz^DEdEd,WZKWK^
hd/>/dz^DEdKE>z͕EKE>zWZd/>KhEZz
^hZszK&d,WZEdWZ>,^EWZ&KZD͘

d,/^W>d/^EKd/EdE&KZ>EdZE^&Z͘

WZKWK^ϭϱΖ
hd/>/dz^DEd
;ϴϴϭ͘ϳϵϮ^͘&͘Ϳ

EϴϴΣϰϴΖϮϴΗϱϱ͘ϱϭΖ

^ϴϴΣϰϴΖϮϴΗtϴϯ͘ϵϰΖ

(EASEMENT
TIE)
;>^d/ͿEϬϭΣϭϭΖϯϮΗt
ϭϭ͘ϬϬΖ

y͘^/t><

EϴϴΣϰϴΖϮϴΗ
ϰϰ͘ϰϳΖ

ϯϬ͘ϬϬΖ

^ϬϭΣϭϭΖϯϮΗϳϱ͘ϬϬΖ

EϬϭΣϭϭΖϯϮΗtϳϱ͘ϬϬΖ

EϬϭΣϭϭΖϯϮΗtϳϱ͘ϬϬΖ

W͘K͘͘
>^Z

PROPOSED
COMPOUND EASEMENT
WZKWK^>^Z
;ϱ͕ϲϮϱ͘ϬϬϬ^͘&͘Ϳ

^ϬϭΣϭϭΖϯϮΗϰϱ͘ϬϬΖ

W͘K͘͘
^^Θhd/>^Dd͘

WZK

EϴϴΣϰϴΖϮϴΗϳϱ͘ϬϬΖ

'EZ>EKd^

y͘^/t><

y͘^Wd/
&/>
;WWZKy͘Ϳ

y͘ϰΗdZ
;dzW͘Ϳ

ϯϭϮt^dK>&ys
^Khd,E͕/EϰϲϲϬϭ
ϱϳϰ͘Ϯϯϳ͘Ϭϰϲϰ

EK^Z,K&Wh>/ZKZ^,^EKDW>dzWK
'ZKhWdKdZD/EEz&d^EͬKZD/'h/d/^/E
d,d/d>K&d,WZEdWZ>͘

^ϭϴd,^dZd

EϴϴΣϰϴΖϮϴΗ
ϮϬ͘ϬϬΖ

ϬΖ

sZ/>t/d,Wh>/Z/',dK&tz
/E^dZhDEdηϮϬϭϰϭϰϬϬϲϯϲϲ

y͘ϰΗdZ
;dzW͘Ϳ

;Ϳ^ϬϬΣϰϬΖϮϳΗϰϭϬ͘ϳϬΖ

ϯϬ͘Ϭ

HALF
SECTION LINE

ϭϭϱ

y͘
^,

ZKt

WZ>/͗ϳϵͲϭϭͲϬϵͲϯϳϲͲϬϬϭ͘ϬϬϬͲϬϯϯ
'h^dt/E^,K>/E'^͕>>
/E^d͘ηϮϬϭϲϭϲϬϮϭϮϰϬ

HALF
SECTION LINE

ϯϭ͘ϵϲΖ
^ϴϵΣϮϱΖϰϯΗ

>'E
hd/>/dzWK>
>/',dWK>
d>W^d>
^E/dZzDE,K>

W͘K͘͘ WK/EdK&KDDEDEd
W͘K͘Z͘ WK/EdK&Z&ZE
W͘K͘͘ WK/EdK&'/EE/E'
ZKt Z/',dK&tz
KW 'K&WsDEd
K <K&hZ
y͘KsZ,>dZ/
y͘KsZ,>dZ/Θd>
y͘&E
&KhEDKEhDEd^EKd
^dϱͬϴΗZZ
WZKWZdz>/E
:EdWZKWZdz>/E

sZ/KEt/Z>^^^/dED͗

'EϮtZ/'
WKEhDZ͗
ZtEz͗
,<z͗
^hZszd͗
W>dd͗

ϭϳͲϭϱϱϴϳ
W
DW
ϵ͘Ϯϴ͘ϭϳ
ϴ͘ϭϳ͘ϭϳ

^,dd/d>͗

^/d^hZsz
^,dEhDZ͗

Ͳϭ͘ϭ

ϭϴϰΖͲϬΗdKWK&WWhZdEE
dKd>dKtZ,/',d

POD

EKd͗

ϰΖ>/',dE/E'ZZ^dKZ

ϭ͘

dKWK&dKtZ
ϭϴϬΖͲϬΗ

/d/^d,/E^d>>/E'KEdZdKZΖ^Z^WKE^//>/dzdKsZ/&z>>
EdEE/E&KZDd/KE'/E^d&/E>Z/KE'/EZ/E'W>E
WZKs/z'dDK/>EdK&/E/E>/D/dWZdEZ^,/WĚͬďͬĂ
sZ/KEt/Z>^^;st'Ϳ͘

sZ/KEt/Z>^^EdEE^
ϭϲϬΖͲϬΗ℄

sZ/KEt/Z>^^EdEE^
DKhEddϭϲϬΖ'>

ϯϭϮt^dK>&ys
^Khd,E͕/EϰϲϲϬϭ
FUTURE ANTENNAS
140'-0" ℄

FUTURE ANTENNAS
130'-0" ℄

WZ>/D/EZz
EKd&KZ
KE^dZhd/KE

FUTURE ANTENNAS
120'-0" ℄

ϭϴϬΖ^>&^hWWKZddKtZ
ǁͬϰΖ>/',dE/E'ZZ^dKZ
ͲdKd>dKtZ,/',dϭϴϰΖ

WZ>/D^
Zs͘


d

^Z/Wd/KE

ϭϭ͘ϮϬ͘ϭϳ /^^h&KZZs/t

^/d/E&KZDd/KE͗

tZ/'
ϯϴϬϱ^ϭϴd,^dZd
>&zdd͕/EϰϳϵϬϵ
d/WWEKKhEdz
,KZsd,^/dEhDZ͗

ϭϴϬΖ^>&^hWWKZddKtZ
ǁͬϰΖ>/',dE/E'ZZ^dKZ
ͲdKd>dKtZ,/',dϭϴϰΖ

,sϭϮϴϮ
sZ/KEt/Z>^^^/dED͗

'EϮtZ/'
sZ/KEt/Z>^^WZ&Z/d
Z/KYh/WDEdEKWz;st'Ϳ

ϲΖͲϬΗd>>,/E>/E<&E
ͲdKd>,/',dϳΖͲϬΗ

dͬ&/E/^,'Z

dKtZ>sd/KE
^>͗E͘d͘^͘

ϭ
dͲϭ

sZ/KEt/Z>^^;ϮͿ
,&dϭϮϬϲͲϮϰ^sϮͲyyy
,zZ/>;st'Ϳ

^>͗E͘d͘^͘

ϭϳͲϭϱϱϵϬ

ZtEz͗
,<z͗
d͗

WK
DW
ϭϭ͘ϮϬ͘ϭϳ

^,dd/d>͗

Ky>>Z
&hZE/^,t/d,dKtZ

KyW>E

WKEhDZ͗

dKtZ>sd/KE

E

^,dEhDZ͗

dͲϭ

ϮϬΖͲϬΗ^^ͬhd/>/dz^DEd

COMPOUND EASEMENT

ϳϱΖͲϬΗ,KZsd,KDDhE/d/KE^>^Z

POD

ϮΖͲϲΗ

ϱϬΖͲϬΗ>/D/d^K&&E

ϮϮΖͲϲΗ

ϭϱΖͲϬΗdKtZEdZ

ϮϮΖͲϲΗ

ϮϭΖͲϲΗ

ϮϬΖͲϬΗdhZEZKhE

ϯϭϮt^dK>&ys
^Khd,E͕/EϰϲϲϬϭ
FUTURE

ϰϬΖͲϬΗdhZEZKhE

ϭϴΖͲϬΗ

ϭϱΖͲϬΗdKtZEdZ

WZ>/D/EZz
EKd&KZ
KE^dZhd/KE

FUTURE

ϭϰΖͲϬΗ

ϱϬΖͲϬΗ>/D/d^K&&E

WZ>/D^
Zs͘


d

^Z/Wd/KE

ϭϭ͘ϮϬ͘ϭϳ /^^h&KZZs/t

ϭϰΖͲϲΗ

ϳϱΖͲϬΗ,KZsd,KDDhE/d/KE^>^Z

FUTURE

ϮϬΖZ/h^
^/d/E&KZDd/KE͗

ϲΖͲϬΗ

tZ/'

ϯΖͲϬΗ

ϮϬΖͲϬΗ

ϭϵΖͲϲΗ

ϮΖͲϲΗ

ϭϬΖͲϲΗ

ϭϮΖͲϬΗ^^Z/s

ϯΖͲϬΗ

ϲΖͲϬΗ

ϭϭΖͲϲΗ

ϭϴΖͲϬΗ

ϭϮΖͲϬΗ

EKd/dKKEdZdKZ
PER INDIANA STATE LAW IC-8-1-26-18, IT IS
AGAINST THE LAW TO EXCAVATE WITHOUT
NOTIFYING THE UNDERGROUND LOCATION SERVICE
TWO (2) WORKING DAYS BEFORE COMMENCING WORK.

ϯϴϬϱ^ϭϴd,^dZd
>&zdd͕/EϰϳϵϬϵ
d/WWEKKhEdz
,KZsd,^/dEhDZ͗

,sϭϮϴϮ
sZ/KEt/Z>^^^/dED͗

'EϮtZ/'
WKEhDZ͗

ϭϳͲϭϱϱϵϬ

ZtEz͗
,<z͗
d͗
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DW
ϭϭ͘ϮϬ͘ϭϳ

^,dd/d>͗

ΎEKd͗
'EZ>KEdZdKZ/^dKE^hZ
d,Z/^EK/^dhZEK&WZKWZdz͕
^K/>͕d͘Khd^/K&d,^d<>^ ϬΖ
Zt/d,KhdWWZKs>&ZKD
sZ/KEt/Z>^^KE^dZhd/KE
DE'Z

/DE^/KE^/d
W>E

>'E
>/',dWK>
ϭϬΖ

ϮϬΖ

/DE^/KE^/dW>E
^>͗ϭΗсϭϬΖ

ϭΗс ϭϬΖ

E

dZ
WZKWK^>^>/E
WZKWK^^DEd
WZKWK^'Zs>
WZKWK^&E

^,dEhDZ͗

Ͳϰ

